Join our campaign in saying YES to:

→ Introducing and enacting a roadmap to citizenship legislation for 11 million undocumented people

→ Utilization of Executive Powers to provide immediate relief for immigrant communities

→ Ending enforcement, deportations, detention and tearing families apart

→ Rolling back every Trump administration measure that attacks our communities

→ Full inclusion of immigrants in COVID-19 relief and immunization measures

Become part of the YES campaign by:

✔ Signing our Yes to Immigrants Forward petition

✔ Contacting local members of Congress and demand them to say, Yes to Immigrants Forward

✔ Join our Yes to Immigrants Forward movement and becoming a member

✔ Showing your support by donating to the Yes to Immigrants Forward

✔ Telling us why you say Yes to Immigrants Forward

Go to: www.chirla.org/yesimmigrantsfwd

CHIRLA’s mission is to achieve a just society fully inclusive of immigrants.

CHIRLA’s Hotline: 1.888.624.4752
chirla.org
California by the Numbers

Immigrants Share of the State Population

- 10,606,674 Immigrant Residents
- 846,662 Immigrant Entrepreneurs
- 1,893,843 Employees at Immigrant Owned Firms
- 2,150,834 Undocumented Immigrants
- 188,080 Undocumented Entrepreneurs
- 91.6% Share of undocumented immigrants, working age

Immigrants Workforce and the Economy

- $119.7B Taxes Paid by Immigrants
- $290.9B Immigrant Spending Power
- $53.5B Undocumented Household Income
- $7B Taxes Paid
- $2.5B State & Local Taxes
- $4.5B Federal Taxes

Agricultural Workers in the U.S.

- Foreign Born: 79.1%
- Native: 20.9%

- 100% 0%

- 79.1% of Agricultural Workers in the U.S. are foreign born

Unstopable Dreams

- 222,724 DACA Recipients in California, the most in any state.

Facts about Temporary Protected Status (TPS):

- $2.7B Would be lost from the GDP annually without 'TPSers' from El Salvador, Honduras and Haiti
- 54,700 U.S. born children in California have parents from El Salvador, Honduras and Haiti with TPS
- 55,000 People in California are 'TPSers'; from El Salvador, Honduras, and Haiti

(2018 figures - available upon request)